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5 Essential Strategies for Preventing International Parental Child Abduction 

 

By: Allison Maxim 

 

According to Susan Brower, State Demographer, Minnesota and the Twin Cities are 

becoming more diverse.
1
  International immigration has reached historically high numbers in 

Minnesota in recent years.
2
  This trend will inevitably lead to an increased risk of international 

parental child abduction when one or both parents reside in Minnesota yet are citizens of another 

country.   

 

With no exit controls in place, a parent intent on leaving the United States with a child 

can find a way.  A tragic illustration of such a situation in recent news is the story of Dr. Noelle 

Hunter of Morehead, Kentucky.  Dr. Hunter recently testified before the U.S. Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee describing how her ex-husband with whom she shared joint custody 

abducted their daughter to Bamako, Mali, in West Africa in December 2011 even though Dr. 

Hunter had possession of the child’s passport.
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The Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction (Hague 

Convention) is a multilateral treaty, which currently has 91 signatory states as of January 2014.  

The primary purpose of the Hague Convention is to deter parents from removing children from 

their country of habitual residence and to ensure a child’s prompt return to their habitual 

residence if they are removed so that country may determine child custody.  However, many 

countries have not adopted the Hague Convention and many who have adopted it do not enforce 

it. Therefore it is imperative that parents with concerns about international parental child 

abduction take preventative measures to deter abduction.  We, as family law attorneys, should be 

aware of the options for preventing abduction so we may advise our clients appropriately. 

 

 The following are 5 legal and practical actions attorneys can advise concerned clients to 

take to prevent international child abduction: 

 

1. OBTAIN A WELL-DRAFTED AND THOROUGH CHILD CUSTODY ORDER 

 

A well-drafted court order that includes a detailed parenting time schedule specifically 

designating the times and locations when a child is scheduled to be with each parent is essential 

to the prevention of international parental child abduction.  The order should include a statement 

that Minnesota is the child’s “home state” under the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and 

Enforcement Act (UCCJEA).  It should also include a provision restricting relocation with the 

child from the city in which the parents live, and from the State of Minnesota.     

 

Unless a court order specifically prohibits a child from being removed from the United 

States, law enforcement generally will not act to prevent a child from leaving the country.  

Therefore a parent who suspects that the other parent or the other parent’s family may abduct the 

child should request the court issue an order that prohibits the removal of the child from 

Minnesota or the United States.  The prohibition on removal should be specific indicating that 

the child shall not be removed from the State of Minnesota.  The order should explicitly state that 
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law enforcement and airline personnel have the authority to enforce the prohibition on removal 

of the child from the state. 

 

If there is no agreement regarding which parent should possess the child’s passport, or if 

a parent who suspects abduction does not hold the child’s passport, then he should request an 

order from the court specifying that the court will hold the passport or appointing a neutral third 

party to hold the passport. 

 

2. ENROLL IN THE CHILDREN’S PASSPORT ISSUANCE ALERT PROGRAM 

(CPIAP) OR CONTACT FOREIGN EMBASSY OR CONSULATE 

 

U.S. law requires both parents’ signatures on the passport application for children under 

the age of 16.  The parents must show documentation that they are the parents of the child, or if 

one parent applies for the passport, that parent must show documentation proving she is the 

child’s sole parent, she has sole legal custody of the child, or she has the consent of the other 

parent to apply for a passport.  For parents whose children do not have a passport, they can enroll 

their child in the Children’s Passport Issuance Alert Program (CPIAP) through the U.S. 

Department of State.  The parent is then notified if a passport application is submitted for a 

child.
4
  A parent is not required to have any custodial rights to the child in order to enter the 

child’s name in CPIAP. 

 

A U.S. citizen child who possesses dual nationality because one or both parents are 

citizens of another country does not need a U.S. passport to travel overseas and can travel with a 

foreign passport.  The U.S. cannot prevent other countries from issuing passports to children who 

are citizens of that country.  As a preventative measure parents can contact a foreign embassy or 

consulate and ask that they do not issue a passport or visa to their child.  A parent should send 

the embassy or consulate a written request along with certified copies of court orders that address 

overseas travel and child custody.  The U.S. Department of State should be copied on the 

parents’ written request. While there is no international law requiring a foreign country to 

comply with such requests, it may comply voluntarily. 

 

3. WHEN A PARENT IS AUTHORIZED TO TRAVEL ABROAD WITH A CHILD 

BOTH PARENTS SHOULD SIGN A DETAILED TRAVEL AGREEMENT 

 

It is not uncommon for parents to want to travel overseas with their child, especially to 

visit family in their country of origin.  To ally a fearful parents worries and to prevent 

international parental child abduction in such a situation, a detailed travel consent form should be 

signed by both parents.  An excellent travel consent form meant to prevent international parental 

child abduction has been developed by the I CARE Foundation and can be downloaded for free 

at http://www.stopchildabduction.org/Child_Travel_Consent_Form.html.  This overseas travel 

agreement provides that the parents entering into it will cause it to be filed with the U.S. 

consulate or embassy located in the country to which the child is expected to travel and with the 

consulate or embassy in the United States of the country to which the child is travelling. 

 

4. GATHER EVIDENCE OF THE RISK OF PARENTAL CHILD ABDUCTION AND 

THE FOREIGN COUNTRY’S LEGAL SYSTEM 
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Like in any court proceeding, relevant, credible evidence is critical.  A parent with 

concerns about international parental child abduction has the burden of proving that the other 

parent poses a serious risk of abducting the child.  There are not telltale warning signs of 

international parental child abduction, but risk factors include: 

 

 A threat to abduct the child. 

 Making plans to quit a job and making international job inquiries, selling a home, 

terminating a lease, closing bank accounts, and obtaining passports and other official 

records such as birth certificates and medical or school records. 

 No strong ties to the child’s home state. 

 Citizen of another country with family, friends and strong ties to the country of origin.
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If a parent desires to travel to a country such as England that has strong and effective laws and 

processes in place to return abducted children, the more evidence that the other parent poses a 

risk to abduct the child is needed.  On the contrary, when a country presents a significant risk of 

not returning a child, such as Japan,
6
 a parent should not have to show as much evidence that the 

other parent poses a risk to prevent travel to the foreign country.  To defeat a request of one 

parent to travel to a country that may not return the child, a parent concerned about potential 

abduction could present a sworn statement of an expert familiar with international parental child 

abduction, the Hague Convention, and the foreign jurisdiction’s legal system and history with 

non-enforcement of child custody orders from another country. 

 

5. IN AN EMERGENCY, CONTACT THE AUTHORITIES 

 

In an emergency situation, a parent or attorney representing the parent should contact the 

police and the Office of Children’s Issues at the U.S. State Department to speak with a country 

officer, who is available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.  If the child is suspected of being 

taken by plane, the parent should immediately contact the airport.  Minneapolis/St. Paul 

International Airport has airport police and an emergency phone line.
7
  In one of my recent cases, 

immediate contact with airport law enforcement resulted in the parent suspected of leaving the 

country with the child being stopped at the airport and his name subsequently flagged for the 

change or purchase of airline tickets.  Court orders prohibiting international travel with a child 

should be readily available at all times to a parent as paper and electronic copies so they may be 

easily provided in person or by email to law enforcement authorities. 

 

*** 

 

Allison Maxim is the principal attorney at Maxim Law, PLLC.   She focuses her practice on 

representing clients in local, interstate, and international divorce and family law matters.  Ms. 

Maxim is a Rule 114 Qualified Neutral who serves as a volunteer mediator for Ramsey County.  

She provides mediation, parenting consulting, and parenting time expediting services in family 

law matters. 
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